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Introduction
The recent Uber decision at the English Court of Appeal in December 2018 offers some hope for
precarious platform workers in securing enhanced employment rights.1 A majority of judges dismissed
Uber’s appeal against a landmark employment tribunal ruling that its drivers should be classed as
workers with access to the minimum wage and paid holidays. The judges found there was a “high
degree of fiction” in the wording of the standard agreement between Uber and its drivers, which it
argues are self-employed independent contractors with few employment rights.
However, a less well-publicised High Court judgment in December 2018 found in favour of another
platform provider, Deliveroo, in a judicial review of the Central Arbitration Committee’s decision not
to recognise the Independent Workers of Great Britain (‘IWGB’) as the trade union for collective
bargaining purposes regarding Deliveroo food delivery ‘Riders’ in a central London zone.2 The reason
was that these Riders were not actually classified as workers for the purposes of recognition under
section 296(1) and Schedule A1 of the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 but
rather as self-employed independent contractors.3
How can these seemingly contradictory decisions on employment status be reconciled?
Unfortunately, the separate legislation in issue in relation to the employment status of workers in
these cases (itself the outcome of normative political judgements on the appropriate boundary of the
balance between autonomy and social protection) still relies for its interpretation on archaic
employment status tests derived from case law precedents of common law judges who also placed an
undue (ideological and legal) reliance on the commercial terms of contracts (originating from a
master/servant premise regarding the employment relationship) rather than on the rights of workers.4
Both judgments are under appeal and a consistent legal strategy and rationale is needed to protect
the employment status of workers at an individual and collective level.
Accordingly, this paper will firstly outline current policy developments in the UK relating to the
uncertain future of labour law in respect of the UK Government’s recent proposals to deal with
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problematic modern working practices. Secondly, it will consider the implications of the Uber
judgment, which focuses on the employment status of workers within the sphere of individual
employment law. Thirdly, it will consider the implications of the Deliveroo judgment, which focuses
on the employment status of workers for collective bargaining purposes. Finally, it will outline a legal
strategy based on the proper incorporation of international labour law standards into UK law to
address the problems that arise from the employment status tests in the Uber and Deliveroo
judgments and consider how this legal strategy interacts with an alternative political strategy
proposed by the UK’s Labour Party based on the academic input of labour lawyers.
The uncertain future of UK labour law
In December 2018, the UK Government published the ‘Good Work Plan’,5 setting out details of its
proposals for implementing various recommendations made by the Taylor Review of Modern Working
Practices.6 It was promoted by the Government as the biggest package of workplace reforms for over
20 years and sets out a strategy with three broad aims:
1. ensuring that workers can access fair and decent work;
2. that both employers and workers have the clarity they need to understand their employment
relationships; and
3. that the enforcement system is fairer.
The main commitments include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

making it easier for casual staff to establish continuity of employment;
improved written statement of terms for all workers, from day one;
abolition of the Swedish Derogation in the Agency Workers Regulations 2010 SI 2010/93,
which excludes agency workers from the right to the same pay as directly recruited workers
if they have a contract of employment with the agency;7
a ban on deductions from staff tips;
lower thresholds for requesting information and consultation arrangements; and
increased penalties for breaches of employment law.

The Government has not committed to a timetable for most of these reforms, but it is expected to
introduce some legislation in 2019, though the Brexit negotiations are likely to have an influence.8
The Taylor Review was commissioned because of a concern that the balance of power in many working
arrangements had tipped too far in favour of business: the growing use of zero-hours contracts,
increasing numbers of people becoming self-employed, and workplace practices, such as employers
keeping back tips from staff, have, over the years, contributed to a general perception that swathes
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of people are being exploited and with practices such as the creeping influence of zero-hours contracts
becoming common.
The Prime Minister has stated that better workplace rights are necessary for “a stronger, fairer Britain”
and that the standards of the best employers should become the benchmark. It is not yet possible to
assess whether the Good Work Plan measures up against this purported ambition because only a few
of the commitments have made it to draft legislation and the detail of others has not been published.
However, the Good Work Plan has received a lukewarm response from trade unions and plenty of
academic criticism.9
Indeed, the crucial issue of how to define employment status has yet to be decided as part of the Good
Work Plan, although the Government has indicated support for Taylor’s recommendation to align the
employment status frameworks for the purposes of employment rights and tax to ensure that the
differences between the two systems are reduced to an absolute minimum. The Government also says
it will “legislate to improve the clarity of the employment status tests, reflecting the reality of modern
working relationships”, but has not provided any detail as to how this will be achieved. This leaves UK
workers reliant on judicial determination of employment status (and the consequent differing rights
available to employees, workers and independent contractors / the genuinely self-employed), with
the two recent judgments in December 2018 being the current state of the law and best indicators of
future developments.
The Uber judgment
The Court of Appeal, by a majority, upheld an employment tribunal’s decision that Uber drivers are
‘workers’ within the meaning of S.230(3)(b) of the Employment Rights Act 199610 and the equivalent
definitions in the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 and the Working Time Regulations 1998 SI
1998/1833. The ‘worker’ test focuses on what has been contractually agreed between the parties.
Many similar recent employment status cases have involved individuals working in the gig economy,
in which the individuals are described in the contractual documents as self-employed, independent
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contractors rather than workers, and the question arises whether the tribunal is bound to respect that
characterisation.
The Court of Appeal held that the tribunal was entitled to disregard terms of the contractual
documents portraying the drivers as self-employed service-providers who contracted directly with
passengers, with Uber acting as intermediary, on the basis that they did not reflect the reality of the
working arrangements. The majority also upheld the tribunal’s decision that the drivers are working
for the purposes of the 1998 Act and the Regulations at any time when they are logged into the Uber
app, within the territory in which they are authorised to work, and ready and willing to accept
assignments.
In this case, the written documentation indicated that Uber acted only as an intermediary, providing
booking and payment services, and the drivers drove the passengers as independent contractors. The
majority agreed with the tribunal that it was not realistic to regard Uber as working ‘for’ the drivers.
The reality was the other way around, namely that Uber runs a transportation business and the drivers
provide the skilled labour through which that business delivers its services and earns its profits.
It is likely that this case will ultimately be decided by the Supreme Court because the Court of Appeal
has given Uber permission to appeal and it will have extensive consequences for the gig economy in
general. Underhill LJ’s dissenting opinion goes against the trend of recent employment status cases,
especially those involving couriers and drivers, who were found to be workers in the cases involving
Addison Lee (concerning both cycle couriers and minicab drivers), CitySprint and Excel. The only
notable exception to this trend was in R (on the application of the Independent Workers’ Union of
Great Britain) v Central Arbitration Committee and anor, where the High Court held that Deliveroo
riders are not ‘workers’ for the purpose of the collective bargaining provisions of the Trade Union and
Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (which relies on a substantially identical definition of
‘worker’ as that found in S.230(3)(b) ERA). However, in that case, which is discussed further below, it
was decided that the riders were not contractually obliged to perform services personally because
they could, if they wished, send a substitute, whereas in the Uber case there was an obligation of
personal service.11
The difference between the majority’s approach and that of Underhill LJ in the Uber judgment can be
characterised as a difference between an expansive and a strict application of the principle set down
by the Supreme Court in Autoclenz.12 The Supreme Court there was faced with the situation where,
on the tribunal’s findings, both the putative employer and the putative employees objectively
intended the working relationship to have all the facets of an employer/employee relationship but the
employer had concealed the true nature of that relationship in the contractual documents. The
tribunal had found that, in practice, the car valets were required to provide personal service and were
under an obligation to do some work. Accordingly, there was an inconsistency between the
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contractual paperwork and the parties’ mutual understanding as to how the relationship worked in
practice. It was therefore false for the contractual documents to state that no such requirements or
obligations existed and, given the unequal bargaining power between the parties, it was permissible
to disregard those terms in answering the question of employment status.
The majority in the Uber case took a slightly different approach. Relying on what it considered to be
the extended meaning of ‘sham’ endorsed in Autoclenz, the majority effectively put the written
agreement to one side, considered the ‘reality’ of the working relationship as it was operated in
practice, and decided that that ‘reality’ corresponded to ‘worker’ status. However, as Underhill LJ
points out, Autoclenz can be interpreted as not authorising a tribunal to rewrite the contractual terms
simply because one party’s superior bargaining power has resulted in disadvantageous terms for the
other. In that case, it was held that the documents can only be ignored if they present a false
characterisation and that was arguably not the case here. The legal relationship that the documents
purported to create was, according to Underhill LJ, unexceptional, being the kind of agency
relationship commonly adopted by taxi and private hire firms, and the control that Uber exerted over
the drivers was not inconsistent with that.
Underhill LJ’s dissent could be persuasive in its interpretation of existing employment status tests. As
he points out, the problem in the Uber case may be interpreted as not being that the written terms
mischaracterised the true relationship but that the relationship they created was one unprotected by
the law. The majority sought to extend the common law to fill that gap but Underhill LJ considered
that it was inappropriate to do so, stating that “protecting against abuses of inequality of bargaining
power is the role of legislation”. He derived support for his view from a legal journal article by Sir
Patrick Elias, former President of the Employment Appeal Tribunal (‘EAT’) and Lord Justice of Appeal,
who gave judgment in a number of leading employment status cases.13 The fact that two former
Presidents of the EAT are in agreement on this topic suggests that Uber’s prospects of success on
appeal to the Supreme Court have some authoritative judicial support. On the other hand, the
Supreme Court may well decide that, even if the Court of Appeal majority did extend the reasoning of
Autoclenz, it was desirable and proper to do so, despite Underhill’s LJ caution about the courts
stepping on Parliament’s toes.
The Deliveroo judgment
The High Court rejected a judicial review challenge brought by the IWGB trade union against the
Central Arbitration Committee’s (‘CAC’) decision that food delivery riders are not ‘workers’ and so
cannot rely on Schedule A1 to the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 to
establish the right to collective bargaining arrangements. The dispute before the CAC focused on
whether the riders’ contracts contained an obligation of personal service, which is a crucial element
of ‘worker’ status.
In this respect, Delivery riders for Deliveroo, an app-based food delivery service, work under nonnegotiable ‘supplier agreements’ which describe them as suppliers in business on their own account
who wish to provide delivery services to Deliveroo. The agreements state that there is no obligation
on Deliveroo to provide work and no obligation on the rider to be available at any time or to accept
work – riders can reject jobs without penalty and it is entirely up to them when and where they decide
13
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to work (within the company’s areas and opening times). Riders can work for other organisations,
including competitors. The Court dismissed IWGB’s argument that the restriction of statutory
recognition to conduct collective bargaining to ‘workers’ breached Article 11 of the European
Convention on Human Rights, holding that Article 11 was not engaged.14
Over the last couple of years, several gig economy workers have successfully established that they fall
within the definition of ‘worker’ and so benefit from various employment rights and protections. This
case goes against the trend, confirming that Deliveroo riders who were said to be genuinely
contractually entitled to provide a substitute – and so were not required to provide personal service
– were not ‘workers’ for the purposes of collective bargaining, even in the light of the Article 11 right
to freedom of association.15 IWGB has stated that it intends to appeal.
The High Court’s reasoning was unclear, which might help IWGB in its intended appeal. However, even
if IWGB had succeeded in establishing that the riders’ Article 11 rights were engaged, the Court’s
conclusion that the exclusion of non-workers from the right to trigger the statutory recognition
procedure would have been justified under Article 11(2) could be accepted by Court of Appeal and,
ultimately, Supreme Court, judges, given that the restriction to workers who provide personal service
meets the test that it was “rationally connected” to the objective of preserving freedom of business
and contract by limiting the cases in which collective bargaining should apply.16
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A legal strategy to protect [precarious platform] workers
The legal strategy that needs to be adopted under English law in light of the challenges outlined above
in the Deliveroo case is to maintain the argument for the right to collective bargaining to be judicially
accepted to apply to Deliveroo riders as one of the essential elements of the “right to form and to join
trade unions for the protection of [one’s] interests” set forth in Article 11 of the European Convention
of Human Rights as held by the ECtHR in Demir and Baykara v Turkey [2009] 48 EHRR 54.17 The opening
words of Article 11(1) explicitly state that the rights contained therein apply to “everyone”. The only
exceptions are the categories of work specified in the last sentence of Article 11(2) which refer to
“members of the armed forces, police and the administration of the State”. Yet even in relation to
these categories the ECtHR has held, in Demir, that the restrictions imposed on the three groups
mentioned in Article 11(2) are to be construed strictly and should be confined to the ‘exercise’ of the
rights in question and must not impair the very essence of the right to organise.
Schedule A1 is a mechanism which allows for the enjoyment of the right to collective bargaining in the
UK. A statutory barrier within the 1992 Act to recognition under this scheme necessarily engages
Article 11. Therefore, a restriction on the right to achieve statutory recognition under Schedule A1 to
the 1992 Act in the Deliveroo judgment is a restriction on the right to collective bargaining under
Article 11, which cannot be justified.
Several other international instruments equally guarantee the right to collective bargaining. Article
23(4) of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights 1948 is in identical terms: “Everyone has the
right to form and join trade unions for the protection of his interests”. Article 8(2) of the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966 and Article 22(1) of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights 1966 are similarly worded, both of which were cited in Demir at paragraphs
40-41. Article 4 of ILO Convention 98 on the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining and the ILO
Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations in its General Survey
on the Fundamental Conventions concerning Rights at Work in the light of the ILO Declaration on
Social Justice for a Fair Globalisation, 2008, ILO, 2012 at para 209 which refers to the right to collective
bargaining covering organisations representing, inter alia, the self-employed. Article 2 of ILO
Convention No.87 on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise (ratified by the
UK in 1949) provides that:
“Workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, shall have the right to establish and,
subject only to the rules of the organisation concerned, to join organisations of their own
choosing without previous authorisation.”
Furthermore, regarding collective labour law in the UK, the 'worker' definition contained in TULRCA
section 296 sustains quite an inclusive concept of the worker which embraces a broad range of
individuals, including self-employed workers, who contract to provide personal services, excepting
only those who do so as a professional to a client. Unlike the 'worker' definition in the individual rights
context of the National Minimum Wage Act 1998, it does not go on to exclude those who provide their
services as a business to a customer. This slightly broader scope is sustained by a careful reading of
the aforementioned international instruments. In particular, the ILO supervisory bodies seem to
suggest that self-employed workers ought to be entitled to collective bargaining rights, without regard
17
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to whether they are acting as professionals to clients or businesses to customers. As Freedland and
Kountouris argue, this more expansive approach accords better with an inclusive normative
framework but is clearly hard to reconcile with the more restrictive approaches in various areas of UK
domestic law.18 They suggest that the basis for such an argument is to be found in ILO
Recommendation No 198 of 2006 concerning the employment relationship.
Accordingly, the optimal legal and trade union strategies converge in the UK in pushing for greater
legal protection for the recognition of collective bargaining rights via international labour law
instruments.19 Precarious platform workers need the collective strength that trade union recognition
brings to negotiations with employers so that they can be in a better position to negotiate to secure
and enforce their rights collectively rather than individually. Whilst the Uber judgment emphasises
individual employment rights, this is based on uncertain employment status tests and there is still the
opportunity for the employer to contract out with individual workers or rely on the ‘reality’ of standard
contracts incapable of individual negotiation. Therefore, the rights of workers are still highly
contingent and, it is contended, a judicial reversal of the Deliveroo judgment using the Demir rationale
is necessary and would have more substantial, longer-lasting effects in securing a greater degree of
equality of bargaining power under English law. The UK Supreme Court should also take the
opportunity to strengthen the reasoning of the Uber judgment on this human rights-based rationale
and adopt wider international labour law norms in assessing the proper interpretation of the
employment status tests.20
An aligned political strategy
The Institute of Employment Rights in 2016 produced a ‘Manifesto for Labour Law’ which would
provide the transformative changes necessary to UK labour law that would respect international
labour law standards.21 This Manifesto was drafted by a dream team of 15 labour academic lawyers
and labour specialists and was in part adopted by the UK Labour Party in its 2017 General Election
manifesto. The 25 principal recommendations are based on the need to ensure that workers’ voice is
heard and respected through a Ministry of Labour, a National Economic Forum and Sectoral
Employment Commissions. These recommendations are supported by the ‘four pillars of collective
bargaining’ with transformative implications across four spheres of social life: (i) workplace
democracy; (ii) social justice; (iii) economic policy; and (iv) the rule of law (requiring the UK to comply
with international labour standards). The dejuridification of the employment relationship achieved
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through the shift from legislation to collective bargaining as a regulatory mechanism should reduce
expensive and lengthy litigation for workers.22
The proposals also include the need to ensure universal rights at work for all workers (not just
employees), freedom of association, and the right to strike (without which collective bargaining ‘is
little more than collective begging’), supported by a call to repeal the Trade Union Act 2016. In an era
of blacklisting of trade unionists in the construction sector; zero hours and exploitative temporary
agency work contracts across the sectors in firms such as Sports Direct, Deliveroo and Uber Eats;
exploitation and betrayal of migrant labour by firms such as Byron; and sharp practice by employers
such as BHS in business restructuring, the Manifesto is a comprehensive legal and industrial strategy
to address injustice in the modern workplace. The recommendation for the creation of a specialist
Labour Court and an effectively resourced Labour Inspectorate would help to further protect workers
with proper enforcement.
Conclusion
Although it remains to be seen what Brexit and the UK Government’s ‘Good Work Plan’ may bring in
relation to addressing the challenges for labour law regarding modern working practices, it is clear
from the Uber and Deliveroo judgments that there is still considerable legislative change needed to
protect workers. Accordingly, a legal strategy that is overly reliant on placing its hopes in a favourable
interpretation of European and international labour law at the UK Supreme Court is limited in its ability
to protect workers without an institutional political strategy to underpin it. Whilst this is certainly a
necessary legal strategy in current circumstances, it is not sufficient to achieve the required
protections for workers without the sort of legislative changes envisaged in the Manifesto for Labour
Law.
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